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An Exceptional Independent Day Preparatory School for Girls and Boys Ages 4-13

More than just a school

An Exceptional Independent Day Preparatory School for Girls and Boys Aged 4-13
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“Spratton Hall is the school I 
wish I had gone to. Sending my 
children there has been the best 

decision I have ever made.” 

Spratton Hall Parent
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Without a doubt, Spratton Hall embodies both the 
traditions and values of a Prep School, enjoying a 

consistent and proven record in academic achievement. 
As well as exceptional grades, we also want our pupils to 
enjoy the very best all-round educational experience and 

highest standards of well-being possible.

We do so by using our 50 acres of grounds, including 
first-rate sporting facilities, a purpose-built theatre, 

Forest School, and dedicated music and art centres to 
create a curriculum that will inspire and excite every 

child, wherever their interests lie.

Finally, we understand the challenges modern life 
can pose for children and want them to enjoy their 

childhood while gaining the skills, strength of character 
and resilience they will need for the future.

I look forward to welcoming you, learning all about your 
children and giving you a personal tour of the school.

Simon Clarke
Head Master

WELCOME
Simon Clarke and his wife Danny 
- also a teacher at Spratton Hall
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Fun and Friendship

Balanced Numbers of Girls and Boys

21 Instruments Taught Forest School

65 Activities and Clubs

10 Expertly Coached Sports

WHY SPRATTON HALL?
WHY SPRATTON HALL?
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Excellence in STEM

Breadth in the Arts

Smaller Class Sizes

Annual Scholarships  
to Top Public Schools

Exceptional  
Pastoral Care

Individual Attention  
and Learning Support

WHY SPRATTON HALL?
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Reception is Spratton’s entry year, where our youngest 
children take their first steps into the world of education.  
The classrooms are bright and stimulating and the 
teachers highly-trained and incredibly supportive. 
More often than not, it is the parents that shed a tear 
as they depart on the first day, while their children  
excitedly bound away.

SETTLING IN
We understand that starting school can 
be an emotional journey for both pupils 
and parents, so our aim is to quickly make 
school feel fun, friendly and familiar. Strong 
relationships with our feeder Nurseries 
and Pre-Schools, and five welcoming 
acclimatisation sessions, help make the 
children feel comfortable with their 
surroundings even before they start at 
Spratton Hall.

THE TEACHERS
Every class has a dedicated form teacher 
and teaching assistant to provide one-
to-one support. The teachers are highly-
experienced in Early Years education 
and aim to create a safe and secure 
environment where children are free to 
express themselves while learning to adapt 
to a school routine. 

PARENTS
As a parent, you know your child better 
than anyone else and so we value a close 
working relationship with you. Teachers are 
always happy to listen and to talk, and can 
be readily contacted. Staff are there to meet 
and greet you with a reassuring smile each 
morning, and at the end of the day.

PRE-PREP   RECEPTION A warm welcome to our youngest pupils
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CURRICULUM 
As part of the Early Years Foundation Stage 
Curriculum, Reception children will be 
guided through:
• Communication and Language
• Physical Development
• Literacy
• Numeracy
• Understanding the World
• Expressive Arts and Design
• Forest School
• Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development
CLASSES
Despite the huge demand for our Reception places, 
we always ensure that classes are sensibly sized. 
In addition, a strong ratio of adults to children 
enables us to provide individualised education, 
tailoring the activity to the child, as well as 
ensuring each child practises reading to an adult 
every day. Furthermore, integrated outdoor areas 
allow for free-flow provision and bring the benefits 
of learning outside, back to the classroom.

Independence and creativity are 
encouraged across the curriculum and 
effort is always praised.
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PRE-PREP   YEARS 1 AND 2 A nurturing and inspiring space for curious minds

PRE-PREP YEARS 1 AND 2 A nurturing and inspiring space for curious minds

Nestled in the heart of the school is Pre-Prep, incorporating 
Reception, Year 1 and Year 2. It is a self-contained safe space, 
full of fun, learning and exploration while remaining very 
much part of the school community.   It is where the foundation 
stones are laid in terms of both academic learning and social 
skills to prepare children for moving into the Prep School.

LEARNING
Children explore a broad range of subjects every 
day including Literacy, Phonics and Mathematics. 
Combining this solid academic grounding 
with hands-on activities, helps develop their 
knowledge, understanding and practical skills. 

CREATIVITY 
The curriculum is designed to capture 
imaginations and stimulate thought 
processes by including creativity and 
practical learning in all subjects. The 
children have weekly lessons in Art, 
Dance, Drama and Music, and grow in 
confidence with regular performances 
and assemblies for parents.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Forest School sessions help to build 
resilience and develop outdoor skills. 
Pre-Prep pupils also enhance their 
fitness and have fun doing seasonal 
sports and regular PE lessons. 
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HAPPINESS AND KINDNESS
We want children to be happy because 
success will follow happiness. Therefore, 
we want every child at Spratton to feel 
safe and supported, enabling them to 
make positive progress. Our pastoral 
care is exceptional and we work hand-
in-hand with parents to make sure that 
children always feel valued, listened to  
and respected.

We are proud that every child has                               
   one-to-one reading time every day.

TEACHERS
Every class has a full-time form 
teacher and teaching assistant and 
there are also specialist teachers for 
other subjects. There is a dedicated 
Head of Pre-Prep who oversees the 
whole department and every class.  
All staff are passionate about teaching 
and love seeing the children grow and 
develop as they journey through Pre-
Prep. Children are praised, rewarded 
and encouraged every day. 

DETERMINATION
One of the main attributes we encourage in Pre-Prep is determination, and having the perseverance 
to rise up and enjoy challenges. We know that all children are different and as such, we treat every 
child as an individual, motivating them and encouraging them to achieve their personal best.

TECHNOLOGY
In lessons, practical activities are 
used where possible to encourage 
children to explore, describe and 
make sense of the world around 
them. The technology we use, 
such as iPads, PCs and Smart 
Boards help to reinforce, extend 
and enhance their thinking.
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PREP   YEARS 3 TO 8 An exciting journey of growth and discovery

The Prep School comprises of Years 3-8, starting from a gentle 
transition from Pre-Prep to Prep for Year 3 and culminating 
in 13+ Common Entrance or Scholarship Exams for Year 8. 
Although the Prep School has a strong academic focus, the 
curriculum is packed with the Arts, Technology, Sports and 
an extensive range of extra-curricular activities.

YEAR 3
Year 3 is a transitional year between 
Pre-Prep and the Prep School. 
Although there is a designated 
teaching block, the Year 3 pupils 
also receive some of their lessons 
in other departments and from 
specialist teachers, to help them 
develop valuable independent study 
skills. Pupils can choose from a huge 
variety of after school clubs and 
start to play sports matches against 
other schools.

YEARS 4, 5 and 6
In Years 4 and 5 pupils are gradually 
introduced to a wider range of 
subjects, specialist rooms and 
teachers. They are prepared to a 
high standard for their move into 

the senior part of the school and learn 
to be highly organised. In Years 5 and 
6, they explore ways to improve their 
independent learning skills through 
Lifelong Learning lessons, and in Year 
6, they will begin to study Latin.

YEARS 7 and 8 
For Years 7 and 8, the focus firmly 
switches to scholarships and 13+ 
Common Entrance exams at the end 
of Year 8. This rigorous academic 
course provides a sound footing in all 
core subjects, and is something from 
which they can build on as they move 
into their next school, setting them up 
beautifully for their GCSEs. 
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CURRICULUM
ENGLISH
The English syllabus follows and exceeds 
the disciplines outlined in the National 
Curriculum and the National Literacy 
Strategy, giving pupils a solid grounding in 
both English language and literature.

MATHS
The Maths syllabus is based on the 
attainment targets of the National 
Curriculum and is extended to cover the 
requirements for Common Entrance. Maths 
is taught by ability from Year 3, with all 
children encouraged and supported at 
every level.

SCIENCE
Science is a key part of our curriculum 
and is taught in the school’s purpose-built 
laboratories using a practical hands-on 
approach. General science is taught until 
Years 7 and 8 when it is split into Biology, 
Physics and Chemistry in preparation for 
senior school.

•  HISTORY
•  FDT
•  GEOGRAPHY
•  RPE

TECHNOLOGY
We pride ourselves on being forward-
thinking when it comes to technology, 
and we are always looking at ways 
that it can be used to support and 
improve our offering to pupils. As a 
result, we provide Chromebooks to all 
children in Years 5 to 8.

•  PSHCE
•  LATIN (from Year 6)
•  COMPUTING
•  FRENCH
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The Arts at Spratton Hall are woven throughout the curriculum 
and the co-curricular activities. We recognise and embrace the 
positive impact that Drama, Art and Music can have on a child’s 
confidence, creativity and well-being, and give every child the 
opportunity to perform in a production or recital every term.

DRAMA
Drama forms part of the 
syllabus for every year group 
from Year 1, as we believe 
that the ability to stand on a 
stage in front of both peers 
and parents, helps develop 
confidence, self-belief and 
creativity. 

Our purpose-built theatre 
seats approximately 230 and 
has the lighting and sound 
technology required to put on 
regular professional-standard 
productions for all year 
groups. 

MUSIC
Music is also incorporated into the 
syllabus from Reception. In Pre-Prep 
all children have regular singing, 
recorder or ocarina lessons. Class 
music lessons, both practical and 
theoretical, continue throughout 
the school, and the children can 
also join a variety of choirs, bands 
and ensembles.

Individual music tuition is available 
for 21 different instruments. 
Highly experienced, professional 
peripatetic instrument teachers 
provide lessons during the school 
day.

There are regular musical concerts 
and performances at the school 
and pupils often attend external 
musical festivals.

THE ARTS A springboard to self-expression, creativity and confidence
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ART
We see Art and Design as an 
essential part of learning creative 
expression. Pre-Prep pupils will 
have regular lessons in their 
classrooms whereas children in the 
Prep School have a double lesson 
eac h week in the Art and Ceramics 
Studios. Topics covered include 
observational drawing, painting,  
pottery, printing, and textiles. Pupils 
can also access the studios for 
independent learning and there are 
optional after school Art Clubs.

DANCE
Children in Reception and Year 1 have weekly 
Dance lessons for fun and as part of their 
physical development. Weekly ballet lessons 
are available to children from the age of 4 
and are taught in our theatre.

FOOD AND DESIGN  
TECHNOLOGY (FDT)
In their regular Food Technology 
lessons, children learn about food 
preparation and nutrition, through 
practical exercises and theoretical 
study. This helps to develop a healthy 
and knowledgeable attitude to food. 

Design Technology lessons incorporate 
Computer-aided Design, Woodwork and 
Textiles that aim to develop core skills 
such as thinking, visualising, drawing, 
doing, problem-identifying, problem-
solving and decision-making.
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SPORT A fast-track to fitness and a competitive spirit

Sport has always been a big part of life at Spratton Hall, and 
as such, forms a core part of our curriculum, beginning with 
PE and informal games sessions in Pre-Prep and leading to 
regular matches in the Prep School. By playing sport, Spratton 
pupils organically learn to appreciate the importance of 
teamwork and having a competitive, but gracious attitude. 

SPORTS FOR ALL
With ten expertly coached sports offered at 
Spratton, there is a sport to suit every child 
and we hope that by trying them all, they will 
discover their favourite. We have close links 
with local clubs, and the school teams and 
individual players often represent their sport at 
local and national levels.
•  Cricket
•  Tennis
•  Rugby
•  Football
•  Netball
•  Athletics
•  Gymnastics
•  Hockey
•  Cross-country
•  PE
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EQUESTRIAN
The school has a small, but 

highly successful parent-led 
equestrian team.

TEAMS
Each school year has multiple teams for the 
sport of the season. Every child, regardless 
of their ability, will have the opportunity to 
proudly represent Spratton in their chosen 
sport during inter-school matches. 

TOURS AND MATCHES
Every term we have an extensive fixture list 
with home and away matches for every team. 
There are sports tours including, in October, a 
tour for all pupils in Year 8.

PITCHES AND FACILITIES
Our 50 acres of grounds accommodate:
•  Indoor sports dome
•  Floodlit AstroTurf
•  6 netball courts
•  9 tennis courts
•  400m running track
•  12 cricket pitches
•  8 cricket nets
•  Multiple hockey and rugby pitches
•  State-of the-art changing facilities
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We believe that if pupils and parents are happy 
and supported then school life is easier for all.  
This means that we are always looking for ways to 
make life less stressful for pupils and parents alike.

PASTORAL CARE
We want our pupils to be safe 
and happy both online and 
offline. Our dedicated Head 
of Pastoral Care works closely 
with teachers and parents, 
immediately addressing any 
issues our pupils or parents 
have. Children also have 
access to a specialist app 
called ‘Tootoot’ to give pupils 
the chance to communicate 
any concerns they may have in 
confidence and anonymously 
if they wish.

LEARNING SUPPORT
A team of dedicated learning 
support teachers offer 
ongoing support to any 
children who are in need of 
a little extra help with their 
studies.

Parents are delighted to 
discover that mobile phones are 

prohibited for all pupils at school.

SUPPORT FOR PUPILS…
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Clubs are a fantastic way to extend the school day!

SUPPORT FOR PUPILS…

FLEXIBLE WRAPAROUND CARE
From Breakfast Club in the morning 
through to Late Duty and Prep in the 
afternoon, there is flexible wraparound 
care for every pupil, to help parents 
manage schooling around their other 
commitments.

MEALS 
Hot, healthy meals, snacks and match teas 
are all included in the fees and are cooked 
freshly on site. Our children are very active 
and we ensure that they always have the 
fuel they need. 

MINIBUS ROUTES
Established daily minibus routes are 
available and can be adapted subject to 
requirements and practicality.

TEACHER TIME
There are regular formal parents’ evenings, 
but teachers are always available for an 
informal chat or meeting. The Headmaster 
and senior staff are always available for 
any queries you might have. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND CLUBS
From Year 3 onwards children can choose from 65 extra-curricular activities 
including: archery, sewing, construction, computing, table-top gaming, 
football, chess, Mandarin, table tennis and sailing to name but a few.

Some are before school, some at lunchtime, but the majority take place 
after school to give pupils the chance to discover new skills with the 
convenience of staying at school.

    ...AND PARENTS
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The majority of Spratton pupils stay with us until the end of Year 8, when they 
take their 13+ Common Entrance (CE) exams. We are delighted to say that in 
recent years we have had a 100% pass rate at CE, and many pupils each year 
go on to take and gain Scholarships to top Public Schools including:

FINAL YEAR FUN
In Year 8, pupils get to enjoy the 
perks of being a final year pupil, 
including: a visit to London, 
a ski trip, a packed Outward 
Bound week and an elegant  
Leavers’ Ball. 

SENIOR SCHOOLS 
Senior School Heads are always 
delighted to receive Spratton 
pupils because they know that they 
are hard-working, enthusiastic and 
courteous individuals who will 
confidently contribute to life at 
their new school.

HIGHER YEAR ADMISSIONS 
Our exam results and Scholarship 
results are so good that many 
pupils join us from other schools 
just to prepare for these exams. 
We are happy to welcome them 
into the higher years, subject to an 
assessment day. 

OAKHAM OUNDLE STOWERUGBY

MOVING ON
Where Spratton pupils go next

• HARROW
• RADLEY

• REPTON
• BEDFORD

• UPPINGHAM
• WELLINGBOROUGH

• KIMBOLTON
• CHELTENHAM LADIES’  COLLEGE
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Smith Street, Spratton,  
Northamptonshire NN6 8HP  

Tel: 01604 847292 
Email: office@sprattonhall.com 
Website: www.sprattonhall.com


